This page contains information on various plumbing-related products, including installation tools and hose clamps. Here are the key points:

**Textile-Reinforced High-Temperature Hose**

- Available in different sizes with varying I.D. and O.D., and angles.
- Prices range from $1.09 to $4.79.

**Dual Jaw Installation Tool**

- Suitable for various hose sizes and ids.
- Prices range from $4.99 to $48.99.

**Oetiker Clamps and Installation Tool**

- Available for various hose sizes and ids.
- Prices range from $1.09 to $13.99.

**Red Anodized Pro-Clamps**

- Suitable for various hose sizes and ids.
- Prices range from $5.19 to $12.99.

**Light-Duty Rubber Lined Support Clamps**

- Available in different sizes and types.
- Prices range from $6.99 to $19.99.

**Check the Outside Diameter of Your Hose After It Has Been Pushed**

- Important to ensure proper installation.

**Aeroquip Heavy-Duty Vinyl Coated Support Clamps**

- Available in different sizes and types.
- Prices range from $10.99 to $12.99.

**Prices Showed Are Current As of “April 21, 2020”**

---

**Red Anodized Pro-Clamps**

- These clamps offer a finishing touch when using regular worm drive hose clamps to clamp hose onto barbed hose fittings.
- Check the outside diameter of your hose after it has been pushed over the hose barb and compare to the I.D. dimension shown below to determine which clamp size will fit.

**Light-Duty Rubber Lined Support Clamps**

- These "Adel Style" clamps are smaller than the Aeroquip Vinyl Coated Clamps at left.
- Ideal for lighter-duty applications.

---

**Oetiker Clamps and Installation Tool**

- These clamps maintain clamping force because they can expand as a hose assembly is subjected to temperature cycling.
- Ideal for lighter-duty applications.

---

**Blue Aluminum Barbed Hose Ends to AN Female (3288)**

- These bent tube hose ends are Blue anodized aluminum.
- They have a perfect match for our Black Textile-Reinforced High-Temperature Hose (Part No. 3290).

---

**Textile-Reinforced High-Temperature Hose**

- Available in different sizes and types.
- Prices range from $4.79 to $6.99.

---

**Light-Duty Rubber Lined Support Clamps**

- Available in different sizes and types.
- Prices range from $6.99 to $10.99.

---

**Black Aluminum Barbed Hose Ends to AN Female (3488)**

- These bent tube hose ends are Black anodized aluminum.
- They have a perfect match for our Black Textile-Reinforced High-Temperature Hose (Part No. 3491).

---

**Red Anodized Pro-Clamps**

- These clamps offer a finishing touch when using regular worm drive hose clamps to clamp hose onto barbed hose fittings.
- Check the outside diameter of your hose after it has been pushed over the hose barb and compare to the I.D. dimension shown below to determine which clamp size will fit.